This study is devoted to studying the complex process of producing coke from heavy oil residues using previously developed experimental approaches and using analytical methods of analysis. The purpose of the study is to produce low-sulfur coke by thermal processing of heavy oil residues in the presence of waste motor oils. The resulting coke was analyzed by various physicochemical methods. The composition and structure of the resulting coke were studied using Raman spectroscopy methods. As a result of the analysis, the predominance of polyaromatic compounds and olefins in the coke composition was revealed. Electron microscopy techniques provided a visual representation of the microstructure and morphology of coke samples obtained both in the presence and absence of a recycling agent. Significant results were obtained by measuring the specific surface area of coke, which highlight the significant influence of temperature fluctuations on its characteristics of coke. It is noteworthy that the specific surface area of micropores varies significantly – from 16 to 600 m²/g. The results of the analysis of sulfur content showed the possibility of its thermal dehydration, which should lead to an improvement in the quality of coke. In addition, it has been shown that conducting the experiment in the presence of a recycling agent significantly increases the yield of coke and opens up prospects for more efficient use of heavy oil residues. Taken together, the results provide valuable insight into the intricacies of producing low-sulfur coke from heavy petroleum residues. In addition to industrial significance, this research also has environmental significance, since it proposes an approach that allows not only to maximize the use of secondary resources, but also to reduce the sulfur content in coke, which will help limit the environmental impact of industrial processes.
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Данное исследование посвящено изучению сложного процесса получения кокса из тяжелых остатков нефти с привлечением ранее разработанных экспериментальных подходов и использованием аналитических методов анализа. Цель исследования - получение малосернистого кокса путем термической переработки тяжелых нефтяных остатков в присутствии отработанных моторных масел. Полученный кокс анализировали различными физико-химическими методами. Методом Рамановской спектроскопии исследовали состав и структуру полученного кокса. В результате анализа выявлена преобладающая в составе кокса полиароматических соединений и олефинов. Методам электронной микроскопии было получено наглядное представление о микроструктуре и морфологии образцов кокса, полученных как в присутствии, так и в отсутствии рециклюющего агента. Существенные результаты получены путем измерения удельной поверхности кокса, которая подчеркивает существенное влияние температурных колебаний на его характеристики кокса. Примечательно, что удельная поверхность микроразмерна от 16 до 600 м²/г. Результаты анализа содержания серы показали возможность её уменьшения путем термического обезвоживания, что должно привести к улучшению качества кокса. Кроме того, показано, что проведение опыта в присутствии рециклюющего агента значительно увеличивает выход кокса и открывает перспективы для более эффективного использования остатков тяжелой нефти.

Полученные результаты в своей совокупности дают ценное представление о тонкостях получения малосернистого кокса из тяжелых нефтяных остатков. Помимо промышленного значения, данное исследование имеет и экологическое значение, поскольку позволяет не только максимально использовать вторичные ресурсы, но и снизить содержание серы в коксе, что будет способствовать ограничению влияния на экологию промышленных процессов.
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Introduction. The impressive capacity for processing oil coking waste, which currently stands at an impressive 252.9 million tonnes annually, characterizes the oil and gas industry's current landscape. This capability demonstrates the sector's steadfast dedication to addressing oil refining's primary goal: the creation of high-octane, environmentally friendly gasoline and diesel fuels [1,2].

Several major difficulties are brought to the fore in this dynamic environment. These issues center on how heteroatom compounds affect catalyst activity, product quality, and their broader environmental effects [3,4].

According to global production statistics, low-temperature fuel coke makes up 80% of the output, and electrode coke makes up the remaining 20%. This pattern highlights the increasing number of slow coking plants, a phenomenon fueled by a variety of factors [1–5]. These include their exceptional productivity, their capacity to produce both petroleum coke and distillate products, which are essential to the majority of industrial processes, as well as their ability to process different raw materials effectively. For the production of valuable distillate products, coking heavy oil residues does indeed prove to be a financially responsible strategy.

Improvements in technical and technological efficiency, environmental optimization, and raising of product quality standards are the main areas of focus in the never-ending quest to improve the slow coking process [7-12]. In order to shed light on the ongoing evolution of coke production from oil reserves within the oil and gas industry, this paper delves into these crucial dimensions.

Coke production and the production of light petroleum products are the two main goals of the coking process, especially in international contexts. The type of coke that is produced depends on the raw materials used and the specifics of the chosen process, and possible results include fuel coke, anode coke, or needle coke.

However, the significant problem posed by the disposal of the pulverized coke left over from the "fluid" process must be addressed. With over 50 Lummus units and more than
85 Fost Wheeler units already operational in the United States [13–16], the Lummus and Fost Wheeler versions of slow coking units are currently in high demand. This represents a significant advancement in the industry's efforts to maximize the production of coke from oil reserves. The aim of this study is to investigate the complex process of coke production from heavy oil waste using previously developed experimental approaches and analytical methods of analysis.

**Experimental part.** The procedure starts with the addition of the raw material into the reactor in the experimental stage of the coking process to obtain coke from oil reserves. We used 8 grams of leftover oil and 12 grams of tar as our raw materials, specifically. Following the loading of the raw material, the reactor is sealed with specialized bolts. We introduce nitrogen gas into the reactor to ensure that the coking process occurs in an inert environment. Once the reactor has the desired inert atmosphere, the pressure is carefully adjusted to 0.4 MPa. Before starting the process, we run a pressure check to make sure the system is intact. The furnace is then heated by applying the necessary current with the help of a lab autotransformer. The pressure is kept at 0.4 MPa using a pressure regulation valve. The valve releases any extra pressure if the pressure rises above this limit. The current from the autotransformer raises the temperature of the system, and thermocouples continuously record this temperature. The moment the system temperature reaches 365°C is noted.

The process continues for another hour under process pressure three hours after this temperature milestone is reached. In this phase, the temperature ranges between 480 and 520 °C. In order to collect the liquid product, the coking process's released vapors are condensed using a reverse refrigerator and directed into a receiving flask. Additionally, a gasometer is used to collect the extracted gas. We turned off the furnaces, the laboratory autotransformer, and the refrigerator when the procedure was finished. We start by cleaning the coke residues out of the reactor after allowing it to cool.

**Results and discussion.** Table 1 shows the results of chromatographic analysis for the fractions obtained through atmospheric distillation of distillates during the coking of heavy oil waste with the addition of a recycling agent.

The composition of coke comprises numerous chemical compounds, with particular emphasis on the significance of C-C and aromatic bonds in coke formation. Additionally, the presence of graphite enhances the structural rigidity of coke. These chemical bonds and compounds exert a substantial influence on coke's overall structure.

Distinct variations in coke composition and structure, whether identical or diverse, can be effectively discerned through the analysis of their vibrational patterns in Raman spectra. This underscores the utility of Raman spectroscopy for characterizing coke composition and structure (Figure 1). Raman spectroscopy was employed to ascertain the group composition of coke generated during the coking process, as illustrated in Figure 1. Within the resulting spectra, three primary peaks are discerned, exhibiting remarkable similarity to literature data (Table 2). Notably, the presence of a peak at 1347 and 1350 cm⁻¹ in the Raman spectrum signifies the vibrational characteristics of C-NO₂ compounds. Furthermore, secondary peaks in Raman scattering at 1165 cm⁻¹ correspond to CC aromatic and C=C regions, indicative of a notably high crystalline nature within the coke structure. Additional evidence is found in the Raman spectrum, which reveals bands at 3173 cm⁻¹.
Table 1 - Chemical composition of distillates obtained by coking heavy oil waste in the presence of a recycling agent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Group chemical composition of hydrocarbons</th>
<th>Gasoline fraction, 0-180 ºC</th>
<th>Light gas oil fraction, 180-240 ºC</th>
<th>Heavy gas oil fraction, 240-320 ºC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Alkanes</td>
<td>15.53</td>
<td>17.82</td>
<td>19.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Isoalkanes</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Alkers</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cycloalkane</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Aromatic hydrocarbon</td>
<td>25.83</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>11.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and 3197 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to the O-H functional group area, further confirming the prevalence of polyaromatic compounds and olefins in the structure of the cokes analyzed during our experimental investigations.

Table 2 - Literature data of Raman spectroscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional group/Vibration</th>
<th>Region, cm(^{-1})</th>
<th>Raman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u(C-(NO(_2)))</td>
<td>1340 – 1380</td>
<td>strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(CC) aromatic ring chain vibrations</td>
<td>1580, 1600</td>
<td>strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(C=C)</td>
<td>1500 – 1900</td>
<td>strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u(O-H)</td>
<td>3100 – 3650</td>
<td>weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 – Raman spectroscopy of coke (a) at 510ºC b) at 520ºC
To investigate the microstructural characteristics of the coke produced through the coking process, electron microscopy was utilized to capture images. *Figures 2* depict illustrations of microstructures of varying sizes of coke, obtained both in the presence and absence of a recycling agent.

![Figure 2 – SEM micrographs of coke obtained a) without recycling agent; b) with recycling agent at 510°C.](image)

Several chemical and physical-chemical attributes crucial to assessing the quality of coke are linked to its surface structure and porosity. For instance, the reactivity of coke is substantially influenced by the extent of its internal specific surface area. Techniques employed to determine the specific surface area of coke simultaneously provide highly accurate insights into its internal specific surface characteristics.

According to existing literature, the specific surface area of micropores varies significantly among different cokes, spanning a range of 16 to 600 m²/g, depending on the degree of burnup. *Table 3* presents the outcomes of two experiments; initially, coke exhibited a specific surface area of 67.6 m²/g, which decreased as the temperature increased.

*Table 3 - Specific surface area of coke by Sorbtometer M*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>At 510°C</th>
<th>At 520°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific surface area, m²/g</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coke is comprised of an extensive array of chemical compounds, and its structural rigidity is notably enhanced by the presence of graphite. The configuration and properties of coke are significantly impacted by the presence of various chemical bonds and compounds.

*Table 4* presents data regarding the sulfur content found in both coke and liquid products resulting from the coking of heavy oil waste in the presence of a recycling agent.

*Table 4 - The content of sulfur in products formed during coking, mass. %*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
<th>Coke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur content, %</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sulfur content in the resulting coke can be decreased through a process of thermal dehydration. Elevating both temperature and pressure facilitates a reduction in sulfur content to levels below 2.5%, resulting in an overall improvement in coke quality. Importantly, the incorporation of a recycling agent has been found to increase the yield of coke obtained from heavy oil waste.

Table 5 illustrates the material balance for the procedure involved in producing low-sulfur coke with the inclusion of a recycling agent.

Table 5 - Material balance of the process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>m, g</th>
<th>mass. %</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>m, g</th>
<th>mass. %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tar residue oil</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Coke</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>22.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Distillates</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through the coking process in the presence of a recycling agent, the primary product, coke, was separated from liquid distillates and gas. A total of 4.53 grams of coke was produced during the coking process, constituting 70% of the total liquid product obtained. The release of gaseous products was 1 g (5%) while the loss reached 2.35% (0.47 g).

Conclusion. In conclusion, our research demonstrates the effectiveness of Raman spectroscopy in characterizing the composition and structure of coke. Through vibrational analysis, we successfully differentiated coke with varying structures and component ratios. The presence of specific peaks in the Raman spectrum provided valuable insights into the composition and crystallinity of the coke. Furthermore, electron microscopy revealed microstructural variations in coke, influenced by the use of a recycling agent. Notably, the quality of coke was found to be strongly linked to its surface structure and porosity, which impact reactivity. Additionally, our findings highlight the potential for reducing sulfur content in coke through thermal dehydration, leading to improved coke quality, particularly when a recycling agent is introduced, which also enhances coke yield during the coking of heavy oil waste.
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